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Chapter 101 Slapped You to Death!

A woman who drove Porche rushed over and scolded him as soon as she
saw his face.

As soon as Leon got out of the car, he was choked by the pungent smell
of perfume.

“Chanel Modern Coco Mademoiselle series, it is used by you but
transformed you as one of the Six Gods of toilet water.”

Leon frowned at the pungent scent of perfume.

He immediately smelled Chanel, but the woman sprayed too much at one
time as if she were afraid that others wouldn’t know that she had sprayed
Chanel.

“Oh, I have money. I can afford to use it. Why do you care? Even if you

want to use it, you can’t afford it!” She glanced at Leon with disdain.

“Do you think a man who drives Hummer can’t afford to use Chanel?”
Leon smiled coldly.

No matter how good the perfume smells and no matter how good the
perfume is, it will stink if you use it too much.

“It’s just a Hummer. How much is it worth? Is it as expensive as my

Pamela? You broke my rear lights. Can you afford to pay for it?”

The woman’s face covered with the foundation was full of arrogance and
dominance.



This kind of person is overbearing but without etiquette to speak of, she
is like a nouveau riche who got rich overnight.

Leon smiled unexpectedly. Although he should be serious on such an
occasion, he couldn’t help it.

“Are you sure your Porsche Palamera is as expensive as my Hummer?
Hummers are also divided into models. Mine is Hummer H2. This car
model has been discontinued.”

Porsche is famous, but the Hummer is not inferior.

The key point is that this car is a gas rat, and every step on its accelerator
was a dissipation of money.

He who can afford to drive such a gas-guzzling car must be a rich man.

In fact, what Leon wanted to say is that the value of the Hummer he
drove was not dependent on the car itself, but he does not want to show
off too much.

In Fairmont, the Porsche Palamera is indeed a luxury car.

However, today she hit a Hummer H2, which is obviously not easy to
bully.

Fortunately, the damage to the Hummer was not severe. Otherwise, she
would be in big trouble because, for this kind of discontinued car, it is
very troublesome to repair it such as if it needed to change its accessories
and so on.

At this time, the woman who drove Porche is still very dragged.



She folded her arms and said proudly “Do you know how much the
headlights of my car cost? Let me tell you this. No amount of money can
be bought in China now because it needs to be imported!”

“So as my Hummer accessories that need to be imported!” Leon sneered.

As Leon and the prideful woman quarreled, there were more and more
onlookers.

When she saw that there are more people, the woman became more and
more arrogant.

“Hurry up and compensate! Pay for my headlights and apologize to me!”

There is no panic in the face of the aggressive woman that made Leon
just a little bit annoyed.

For Leon to keep his low profile, the Hennessy snake GT that he owned

was specially put in the garage to eat ash and the Hummer H2 is what he

chose to go for a ride. However, due to the collision, it also ran over into
a stupid person like the Porsche woman.

“What a thing you are!” A cold light flashed in Leon’s eyes and he said

angrily “There’s one more thing you have to figure out. You maliciously
left the car and hit my car because of your poor driving skills. The main
responsibility and negligence lie with you. Don’t blame me that your car
is too fragile!”

“How dare you scold me! Do you know who my husband is? My

husband’s word can make you disappear in Fairmont! ”

As soon as the words were over, she was condemned by onlookers.

“Driving a Porsche is great, she acts superior?”



“The typical nouveau riche temperament is simply unruly!”

“Just like a shrew cursing on the street, detention is recommended for
any quality!”

She did not make any concessions. Since the situation intensified, she
broke out in a full sense of superiority.

“You guys are at the bottom who haven’t even touched Porsche.Who has

the right to criticize me when you just earn that little money in a month
and are saddled with a house loan and a car loan? I’m just richer than

you guys, aren’t you jealous? You rotten maggots, you can’t drive a
Porsche all your life, and those rotten maggots living in a smelly gutter
should be trampled on by us rich people!”

After the woman scanned the crowd and ridiculed them, she felt a thrill in
her heart.

In her eyes, these ordinary people which she called maggots or even their
individual lives are not as valuable as her headlights.

Just then, Leon sneered at the corner of his mouth “Who doesn’t have a

Porsche yet? Look how arrogant you are. I won’t give you any
compensation that you want, let alone apologize!”

“Damn you!”

The woman shouted arrogantly, then held out her palm covered with red

nail polish and was about to hit Leon in the face.

However, the ruthless elegant man could not let a shrewd woman
approached and set a foot in front of him.



Bang! A loud sound reverberated into the air.

Leon reacted quickly. He dodged and slapped the woman in her face.

His hand is very powerful and fast.

The haughty woman’s hand hasn’t even set a foot in front of Leon. She
was slapped on the ground by Leon, and bloodstains were soaked from
the corners of her mouth.

“In my eyes, you are the real maggot. No matter how rich you are, you’re
only a stinky maggot with no quality in my eyes!”

Leon stood in front of her as he looked down at her.

In comparison to wealth, no one in China can match Leon.

However, Leon would never judge a person by wealth alone.

Personality and behavior are also important.

Onlookers felt relieved when they saw Leon slapped the haughty woman.

They were surprised by Leon’s decisive move, but it was good to see her
being hit back.

“My husband is nearby. I will let my husband knows, and you’re
screwed! Don’t go if you dare! You wait for me. I’ll call someone! ”
Miss, unrepentant, laid on the ground and roared.

“Whatever,” Leon said lightly.



When the woman called her husband, Leon also took his phone and sent
a message about his location in WeChat.

“The weather was so hot that I was going to have a cold drink, but I ran
into a foolish lady instead.”

“I still need a cold drink. Just order a cold drink and send it over.”

At that moment, the woman called her husband and cried that she had
been bullied and knocked to the ground.

As soon as she got off the phone, she threatened Leon. “My husband will
call someone right away and will bring 20 people over. Let me ask you if
you are afraid now!”

As soon as the people around them heard this, they suddenly felt bad.

“Run quickly, young man. This woman’s husband doesn’t seem to be a

good man!”

“A hero doesn’t suffer immediate loss. Your slap is too relieving. We all

admire you, but please protect yourself!”

“That’s right, young man, you have to get out of here, it’s not too late to
run!”

The kind-hearted crowd persuaded Leon to leave here immediately
before the woman’s husband came.

Leon just shook his head and replied unhurriedly. “Don’t worry about me.
I have a way to deal with it.”



Although he doesn’t know where the other party came from, there is no
reason for the ruthless elegant man to flinch!

Five minutes later, a group of men in black tights walked angrily towards
Leon.

The people around them were so frightened that they fell back one after
another.

the woman he collided with saw this scene and she proudly laughed. “My

husband brought people. You are just a cheap mouth, no one is going to
leave!”
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Chapter 102 Hello, Your Takeout has Arrived

Among the men dressed in tight black clothes, the crew’s head is a
black-faced man with a fleshy face.

He has short hair, as big as a cake face, and a ferocious brow.

It is estimated that this person is the woman’s husband.

Sure enough, as soon as the man arrived at the scene, she rushed over and
got into the man’s arms.

“Darling, it was this man who beat me. He bullied me. You must make
him pay the price!”

As he said that, she pointed to Leon with a smug and arrogant face.



“He’s only one. I, Tiger can beat him to death ten times. Don’t worry,
wife. I’m sick and tired when he ruined my car and beat my wife. I’ll tell
him to kneel and bow then apologize to you later!”

When he saw that the taillight of his car was broken, the man named
Tiger became even more annoyed.

As soon as his voice fell, the men behind him all followed and howled

like wolves.

“Sir fucked him! Hit him! ”

“Boss, you don’t need to do it. I’ll do it, instead!”

“This kid is really young. I like to bully people who are younger than me.
Brother Tiger, I’ll teach him a lesson for you!”

The men who shouted behind Tiger are all of his employees in his
company.

He owns a Sanda Shop and a Recruitment Agency for Bodyguard.

His bodyguard company is nearby, so they arrived at the scene
accompanied by 20 people in just five minutes.

No wonder his woman is so arrogant, it turned out that the backer is
nearby.

At this point, Tiger made a hand sign for the employees behind him to

shut up that indicated that he’ll do it himself.

“There’s another one who wants to be taught a lesson, and it’s hopeless.”
Leon shook his head gently.



Tiger saw Leon’s expression that was calm and felt that the identity of his
opponent would not be simple.

Adding to the fact that he drove a Hummer H2, which is no worse than
the Palamera.

His eyes swept across towards Leon and his car intently.

The next moment, his eyes were fixed on the license plate.

The number on the license plate is 12345.

His heart was full of doubts.

Because this license plate is not easy to get at first glance.

At that moment, Tiger was obviously not as arrogant as before.

His arrogance suddenly waned.

He frowned and analyzed whose license plate number it belonged to.

“This license plate is not simple. Compared with Ms. Young it is not
inferior, and I always feel that this license plate is a little familiar, it
seems that I have heard of it somewhere.”

Today, in the whole city of Fairmont, only a handful of rich people can
afford to use this kind of license plate.

Tiger can’t remember which one it is.

He first ruled out his partner, Ms. Young, and only The Crow, The
Danielle Family, The Walker, and The Parker were left.



Among them, The Danielle’s and The Walker are the most likely to be

the owner. After all, one of them owned the busiest commercial street in

the city, and the other owned the real estate boss in the city.

Tiger looked at Leon, again, but he didn’t know this strange face.

“Honey hit him quickly and rip his mouth off!”

His wife urged, and an impulse welled up in Tiger.

He, who was born in Sanda, could not control his desire to fight and be
eager to come forward and beat-up Leon.

However, his instincts told him that the young man in front of him might

not be a simple person.

If the car that he used was not borrowed, it must be owned by someone
of great status.

At that moment, onlookers began to notice the license plate of the
Hummer H2.

Some people who checked understood why the young man has the
courage not to run.

In fact, since Leon didn’t want to show off too much, so he didn’t
compare the license plate at first.

However, the woman he collided with was so ignorant that she wanted to
drag her husband into it.

Suddenly, Tiger made a phone call and asked an acquaintance to check
the license plate number.



His heart sank when he learned the owner of the car.

“What? It’s Danielle Family’s car!”

Tiger’s heart thumped at first, but then a touch of complacency appeared
in the corners of his mouth.

“It belongs to Danielle. I have some impression that they are not as tall as
you and a little fat. So this car is not yours, but you borrowed it!”

“Well, what I’m going to say would suddenly aggravate your temper,
you were guessing my identity. You’re right. This car is really not mine,
it’s a car I borrowed.”

Leon indeed borrowed the car, but to be more exact it should be called
take.

Jerry worked for him, so what if he took his car to play with? Except for

Jerry’s women who don’t play, what else would he want to play?

People on the Tiger’s side laughed wildly when they heard this.

His wife mocked at Leon. “It turned out that the car was borrowed. I
thought he was a master, but he turned out to be a rookie. Why would

you pretend to be a rookie with a car? Who gave you the courage?”

Those employees under Tiger also echoed, and the scene was full of
mockery.

Even the onlookers who previously supported Leon were silent!

It seemed that in the minds of most citizens, cars do account for a large
proportion of identity.



However, Leon doesn’t think so. He doesn’t care about the stall man.

“What does it mean to borrow a car? Since I can borrow it, it means I
know the owner of the car. Is it necessary for us to compare our status
here? If you forcibly overtake, you have to take full responsibility for the
accident, and that’s the point! ”

Leon’s eyes turned colder and colder. If Tiger’s party dared to do
something, he will teach him how to be a man.

“I thought you were noble, but I didn’t expect you to be threatening but
ineffectual. There must be a big difference between borrowing a car and
the car owner. You may be a driver, or maybe a substitute driver. In this
city of Fairmont, I am also a prominent figure here. Since you are not a
Danielle Family, then don’t blame me for hitting you hard!”

Before the police arrived, Tiger decided to make a quick decision. He
often did things like beating people, and those who had offended him did

not come to a good end.

“Honey hit him! Let him kneel, bow to us, and apologize! The borrowed
car is still loaded with rich people!”

With the support of her husband, the woman became more and more
arrogant and foul-mouthed.

“Don’t worry, wife. What do you think I will do? I am Tiger, the owner
of Fire Shield Bodyguard company. I will get him down right from this

minute!”

Tiger stepped forward confidently and rolled up his sleeves to reveal his
flower arms tattooed with tiger heads.



He would like to see the result when Leon took the initiative to beg for
his mercy.

“Boy, get down on your knees and bow your head under my crotch and

I’ll give you a break. Or else, you’ll regret offending me!”

Right at this time, Leon’s eyes became cold. The ruthless elegant man no
longer can endure!

Bang!

Bang!

Clap your hands.

The crisp and resounding slap exploded in the face of Tiger and his wife
respectively.

The next moment, the people around them saw the two figures who flew

out and fell heavily to the ground.

Their face suddenly swelled as high as steamed bread.

Leon didn’t leave a palm print for both of them because they are not
qualified yet!

In this instance, the 20 employees brought by Tiger also rushed up.

Leon kicked them all and they laid on the sidewalk in the street.

Leon glanced at them coldly. What else can these so-called bodyguards
and Sanda do besides taking advantage of people and having few muscles
and tattoos?



Exercise a few muscles and then tattoo a dragon or draw a tiger, would
let them feel that they are great. They thought they would be able to pick
ten?!

They are as weak as ants in the eyes of Leon!

What happened to them was already the mercy of Leon. The real kung fu
is the skill!

Obviously, Leon only used a small part of his strength to teach these
arrogant things a lesson.

Tiger staggered to his feet and shouted “If you hit me I will guarantee
you that in the future, you will be like a street mouse. My disciples and

students are all over the city, and your life will be worse than death!”

“That’s too bad.” Leon smiled.

“Oh, you finally admitted that you’re scared!” Tiger’s face was swollen
similar to a pig’s face, with bloody saliva at the corners of his mouth, and
he didn’t forget to threaten him.

People in this society just want to save face.

“You think too much. I’m just worried about the bosses. How can the

bodyguards of your company protect people when they are so
incompetent?” Leon sneered.

“Son, don’t be happy too soon. My wife’s best friend is Ms. Park. She
can stir up trouble in Fairmont City, and she will definitely get even with
you!”

What kind of Ms. Park does Tiger talk about? However, Leon doesn’t
care about this, because his takeout has come.



“I’m not in the mood to listen to your harsh words. Here’s my juice.”
Leon glanced impatiently at Tiger, who was in urgent need of a cold
drink on a hot day.

“You had an accident when you borrowed Mr. Danielle’s car, and you
still want to have a drink? I now seriously suspect that you are the driver.
I will let Mr. Dani know that you are in trouble and can skin you alive!”

As soon as Tiger finished shouting at the top of his voice, his throat
seemed that it almost burned and he thought “This kid is still in the mood
to order takeout, but it’s really fun to have a cold drink at this time!”

However, Tiger found that something was wrong more and more.

Do takeaways make so much money now? Driving a Bentley Mulsanne

to deliver cold drinks?!
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Chapter 103 The Most Ruthless Person in Fairmont City

Tiger saw a Bentley Mulsanne came head-on.

The license plate number is also amazing with the number 54321 which

was inverted from the Hummer.

Tiger doesn’t know if it’s a coincidence, but the license plate number is
absolutely awesome.

An even more amazing scene is yet to come.

From the Bentley Mulsanne, a one-eyed young man came down.

He held a cup of chilled sour plum juice in his hand.



He limped, then walked unsteadily, and even drifted a little.

The onlookers when they saw the one-eyed man unconsciously took a
step back.

What kind of stupid man is this? One-eyed and crippled?

Everyone speculated on the identity of this person.

After all, it must not be easy for people who can afford to drive a Bentley
Mulsanne.

“I’m sorry Mr. Millers, I changed into clean clothes when I arrived,
which took a little time.”

The one-eyed man bowed respectfully to Leon.

Just then, from the inside of Bentley Mulsanne, a young man came down
with the same drink in his hand.

The man is not one-eyed, but there is a slap-shaped scar on his face
which is very eye-catching.

It looks like a tattoo on the face, but it’s not a tattoo embedded on his
face that gave people a weird feeling.

People are even more unable to calm down. Who is this?

“Mr. Millers, I’m sorry we are late. Here is a glass of watermelon juice.
I brought it to you.”

With that, the tattooed man also stooped toward Leon.

At the moment, everyone who was present was shocked by this scene.



What kind of booking software is this? How can he enjoys the Bentley

room service wherein there is this kind of treatment? Tiger silently

thought

At this moment, Leon took the drink and sucked two mouthfuls of freshly
squeezed watermelon juice.

“Oh, comfortable!”

Under the scorching sun, a cold drink would really relieve the summer
heat.

It’s no big deal to drink cold drinks in the sun on the street. Children can
do it.

Is there a person who can send someone to drive Bentley Mulsanne just
to deliver cold drinks? The whole process seemed that he enjoyed the

VIP treatment, this is great!

What is even more remarkable is that the “one-eyed” and “tattooed face”
are the young master and the second young master of Danielle Family,
respectively.

Let these two arrogant young masters of Fairmont City came to deliver
cold drinks. How many people in the city can do that?!

“Hey, you’ve just said that you two are going to skin me alive.” Leon
sucked the watermelon juice and glanced at Tiger.

Tiger’s heart thumped and he looked up at Jerry and Tommy in horror.

“You. You are. ”



The more Tiger looked, the more familiar he felt. Although Jerry has
become one-eyed, Tommy has a slap-sized scar on his face.

But when he came closer, the outline of their face is still recognizable. It
is indeed the two young masters of Danielle Family.

It’s just that this. What happened?

Tiger’s heart thumped and suddenly became frightened.

He knew that Jerry and Tommy are both cruel people in Fairmont City!

The Danielle Family was assigned to control the busiest shopping street
in the city. Also, their family’s rich oil, wealth, and power could rank in
the top three in Fairmont!

Moreover, the two brothers usually pulled tricks and blew up the sky in

Fairmont City. They did all the bad things and were arrogant and
domineering.

Even Tiger thought that no matter how crazy he is, he can’t be too crazy
compared to all Brothers. Compared to them, he is nothing.

However, even though they are as arrogant as they were, they still bowed
to others!

And this man is the strange young man who had just clashed with him!

“Let the matter of Mr. Millers be dealt with at dawn. I know him. Tiger,
the boss of Fire Shield Bodyguard Company hired his bodyguards there
last year. I didn’t expect him to be so beaten.”

With that, Jerry took out an umbrella and held it open to shield Leon
from the hot sun.



The moment when he held the umbrella, Tiger was frightened and
trembled.

Yet, his wife who is still completely unaware put on a sarcastic and
arrogant face. “My best friend will kill you, you all fucking wait for me!
I will never stop this matter. My best friend is busy for a while, when she
arrived you will all be finished!”

When Tiger heard the words of his wife, his head became even bigger!

“It’s too hard to see the situation clearly. Even the Danielle Brothers
called his man a boss. Which showed that his identity is extremely

honorable. At this time, the wisest choice is to admit defeat. To threaten
each other is to play with fire!”

Tiger secretly scolded his wife in his heart. He was almost beaten to
death by this man. He wanted to kick his two feet to solve the scene that
happened.

At this time, Leon did not pay attention to that lady but directly chose to
ignore her threats.

He said coldly. “I want her to be unable to drive for the rest of her life!”

After he said this, Leon finished the cup of his watermelon juice and
gently throw it away.

The cup flew into the dustbin in a wonderful arc.

The movement of the thrown cup was wonderful, but it was a pity that no
one could recognize it at the scene.



Jerry stood behind Leon with a look of admiration, he held an umbrella
for him like a fan.

Leon took the sour plum soup, got into the Humvee, and waved to Jerry.
“See you at the construction site tomorrow.”

Jerry smiled awkwardly and said it was against the construction site.

When he saw that his brother’s fat body had become strong and lean, he
was soon relieved.

“I will try to be as strong as Mr. Millers!”

Jerry swore secretly in his heart.

At this time, those onlookers who were in the mood hardly calmed down.

What just happened was incredible.

At first, they thought he was a rookie, but he turned out to be a king.
Even the arrogant and dominant Danielle’s Brother was subdued by him.

Is he still a human?!

Leon has driven away in the Hummer H2. He went for a ride around the
city and then went home to take a nap.

Throughout the ride, Leon did two things.

First of all, he chatted with Kristina and learned more about the
background of Bertholdt Real Estate and the real boss of the company.



The second thing is Leon made an appointment with Mr. Walker to meet

him tomorrow. He planned to hand over the enterprise and take complete
control of Michelin Real Estate.

After they went around in circles, Leon was ready to go back to his house
located in Beverly Hills to have a rest.

Just then, Carlo called.

Leon didn’t bother to answer it, but eventually, he did.

The old man, who didn’t take a good look at the shop was very that he
harassed him all day.

Leon wanted to help him out several times, not only to return the favor
but because he gradually regarded him as a friend.

“Leon, my Tabitha is going to the KTV party with a friend in the evening.
I’m a little worried about her safety, so I’d like to ask you to take care of
her.”

Carlo did this on purpose to create opportunities for her granddaughter
and Leon to get along.

A few days ago, Carlo saw Leon’s high-level calligraphy and speech and
hoped that Leon could come to his Williams Family to be his
grandson-in-law.

It is just that granddaughter Tabitha is resistant to Leon. So it is difficult
to find the advantages for Leon. It is necessary to create opportunities for
this young couple from time to time.



“Mr. Williams, I am going to get a haircut. Let your bodyguards protect
her.” Leon found an excuse and reason that he didn’t want to get along
with Tabitha.

The woman has a bad temper and always disliked him. Apart from being

good-looking and hot, she can’t find any other advantages.

“Unfortunately, my bodyguard had something to do temporarily and went
back to his hometown to run errands. Leon, just accompany her and do it.
After that, I’ll find a designer to design it for you.” Carlo also made up
an excuse.

“This is a bit of a problem.” Leon hasn’t made a decision yet.

“Leon, you don’t have ideological pressure. The identity gap is not the
key. My Tabitha is a bit unruly and capricious, but her conduct is not bad.
If she finds a meeting point, she is actually very easy to get along with.”

Carlo is intensely persuaded Leon to be his grandson-in-law. At the same
time, he also hoped that Leon will not have an inferiority complex
because of his status gap.

However, Leon has a ghost of pressure!

As long as he is willing, it will take a minute to conquer the leprechaun,
Tabitha!
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Chapter 104 This Daughter is too Capricious!

“All right, but I won’t spoil Tabitha’s bad temper.”



Leon said so beforehand.

If it were someone else, he wishes he could rush up and kneel and lick it
right away.

After all, this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, and it is not easy to get
on board the provincial capital Family Williams.

But for a ruthless son, it’s impossible to be a licking dog.

If it hadn’t been for Carlo’s sake, Leon wouldn’t have agreed to
accompany Tabitha to KTV.

“Thank you, Leon. Be safe tonight. Just take Tabitha home on time.”
Carlo specifically ordered.

The granddaughter mainly had a party with the children of several
wealthy families in Fairmont City.

They just met, but he doesn’t know them very well, so Carlo is really
worried.

“If Tabitha gets mad at me, I don’t care if she is Mr. William’s

daughter,” Leon said clearly.

“I’m afraid Tabitha will get angry. We can’t help it! ” Carlo sighed.

“It doesn’t matter. I’m just letting you know in advance.” Leon chuckled.

The son-in-law who is more powerful than Tabitha has seen it before. If
it was not for the earthly experience, Tabitha would have been stripped
naked and hung from a tree.



After he finished the call with Carlo, Leon did not immediately pick up
Tabitha. Tabitha In Beverly Hills but went to Grand Prince Hotel to soak
in the hot spring.

It’s still early for Tabitha’s KTV party in the evening, and Leon planned
to go straight to KTV to meet up when it’s time to pick her up.

He didn’t have the leisure to drive to pick up Tabitha and go to KTV.

The leprechaun of Tabitha doesn’t like him, and he has no reason to take
the initiative to like her back. Being a licking dog is not his ruthless style.

In this way, Leon relaxed in the hot spring while he made plans for the
next step.

“There’s a lot of work on hand.” Leon thought.

The next step is to take over the Michelin Real Estate.

But also, to help Michelin Real Estate clear Bertholdt Real Estate as their

primary obstacle.

What is more crucial is how he would fix the piece of land in the village
and the city. Also, how would he try to persuade the nail households,
which is a relatively tricky thing?

At this time, he pondered very hard and tried to come up with a solution.

Carlo chatted with her granddaughter Tabitha.

“Tabitha, I’ve asked Leon to protect you tonight.”

As soon as she heard this, Tabitha frowned slightly and showed a trace of
reluctance.



“Grandpa, I don’t need him to protect me. Tonight, is a gathering of my
friends. There will be no danger.”

It is not that she was disgusted to mention Leon. She just thought that
Grandpa attached too much importance to him, and Leon’s own ability is
not worthy of her Grandpa’s preferential treatment.

“They are all your new friends. How can I rest assured? Just let Leon

go.”

As a matter of fact, Carlo is really worried about her granddaughter going
alone. There are different provincial cities in Fairmont City, and some of
them don’t know what’s important or not.

“Let our bodyguards protect me. They are much more professional than
Leon. Leon is just an ordinary man. Even if he knows something about
medicine, he won’t have a chance to show his talents when he goes to

KTV.” Tabitha was still reluctant.

“Something is going on at home for the bodyguard. So that’s it, Tabitha.”
Carlo insisted.

Next, Tabitha didn’t bother to hide it, but it was clear from her

expression that Leon was not welcome to go to the KTV party with her.

In addition to being biased against Leon, it was also because the people
who attended the party were her friends who had just met each other,
while Leon looked like an outsider.

As soon as he saw that her granddaughter was so resistant, Carlo sighed
with emotion. “Not being in a prominent household is wrong. It is indeed
a gully that is difficult to cross. I only think about the rise and fall of the
Williams Family. I don’t have a choice but ignore Tabitha’s own wishes.



For the Williams Family to prosper in the future, we must recruit a direct
descendant grandson-in-law from an ancient family!”

At the same time in the Moon Bay Villa District, a woman cried with
Belle.

She just got out of the traffic police brigade. Her driver’s license was
revoked and she was cut by Danielle’s Brother.

Her husband Tiger, dared not interfere. So she went to her best friend
Belle and asked Belle to find a way to get back at Leon.

Belle is not a local citizen of Fairmont, but a Real Estate Developer from
the provincial capital.

At that time, Belle was in the real estate sector of Fairmont City. It can be
said that she was testing waters.

If she can compete with Michelin Real Estate for that piece of land in the
village located in the city, then she will officially sit at the top of the Real
Estate Industry in Fairmont City.

Although Belle is a woman, she better not to be underestimated.
Evidently, her brother is so arrogant. It was because she is a strong
woman and a sister that backs him up.

“Leonard again! This kid hit my brother, and I haven’t had a chance to
get even with him. And now he dared to bully my best friend. I’ll really
slap him in the face! ”

Belle’s eyes were bright with fury and her face was angry.



“Belle, that kid seems to have a lot of background. Even Danielle’s
Brother listens to him. Are you sure you can deal with him?” Tiger’s
wife hated Leon and was desperate for revenge.

Belle smiled proudly and said “Don’t worry, they all say that strong
dragons won’t be pressed on the ground, but I don’t think so. As long as
my own strength is strong enough, I dare to press anyone!”

“Belle, you are so domineering. Of all my sisters, you are the most
capable, a heroine!” The girl who drove Porsche immediately praised.

“Tt’s not a big deal. I’ve done some research. There’s a girl who has a
good relationship with Leon. I’ll start with this girl first!” Belle said with
a twinkle of evilness in her eyes. She continued “That pussy husband of
yours, kick him early and I’ll introduce you to a good one. He’s a coward,
and all men who can’t fight are losers!”

Belle’s style was very different from her name.

If someone heard her name and look at her appearance, they would think
that she will be a gentle and soft woman.

As opposed to her name, she acts fiercely and is very social.

Currently, she launched a retaliatory action not only to help her best
friend but also for her brother.

Her brother’s face, which cannot erase the “shoe print”, is her most
unbearable pain!

Even if Tiger is weak, Belle is so strong. Does this woman have a
stronger card in her hand?



In the twinkle of an eye, the sun sets in the west.

It was evening, and Leon reckoned it was almost time to fetch Tabitha.

So, he changed his pajamas and put on a plain dress.

At this time, Tabitha called him in a commanding tone. “Hello! If you’ll
go to Beverly Hills and drive me there, hurry up and don’t dawdle! ”

“I have no obligation.” Leon did not hesitate to respond directly.

If Tabitha didn’t tell the second half of the sentence, Leon might consider
it.

“What do you mean you have no obligation? What did my grandfather

tell you? You take the place of my bodyguard tonight. Right now you are

the bodyguard, and you must obey the orders of your employer!”

Tabitha held her cell phone and said angrily to the speaker. Her originally
pretty little face bulged more like a baby fat because of anger.

“Your grandfather just asked me to protect you from getting hurt at KTV.
I agreed to it, but if you use me as a bodyguard, it’s impossible!”

Leon responded firmly.

However, Tabitha’s little temper was also very stubborn.

“Anyway, you hurry up and wait for me a minute later!”
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Tabitha believed that as a daughter of the Williams Family, there are so
many people who scrambled just to get close to her, and Leon must be no
exception.

She even suspected that it was Leon who offered to replace the
bodyguard and created opportunities to get along with her.

Yet, Leon just pretended to be reserved when he refused to pick her up.

However, Leon’s attitude towards Tabitha surprised her.

“Meet me at the door of KTV, that’s it.”

With that, Leon hung up the phone.

Tabitha never expected that Leon’s attitude would be so firm.

She threw her cell phone angrily on the sofa. She clenched her teeth and
said to herself angrily “What on Earth is the behavior of this Leon? He

dared to hang up the phone call on me! Doesn’t he just want to cling to
my family? What is the operation of this attitude now? Does he want to

play hard to get again? ”

As a daughter of the provincial capital’s one of the most influential clans,
Tabitha has never been so rejected.

In the provincial capital, and after she came to Fairmont City.

The more she thought about it, the angrier she got.

She clutched it tightly with her small hands, her private custom-made
version of Lolita’s skirt.



“Huh! All of my new friends came from rich families and drive luxury

cars. I am also doing this for your own good. People ask you how I got

here. If I answer that I came by taxi, I will lose a face! ”

Tabitha thought about this and how would she take care of Leon’s face
after.

Of course, she is more concerned about herself.

After all, she doesn’t want to lower her dignity because of Leon.

Soon after, Leon came to the door of the Grand Hyatt KTV in a Hummer

H2.

Yes, this is the KTV where he is the boss behind the scenes.

It’s not a coincidence, but because Grand Hyatt KTV is the most upscale

one in the city and the people who came to the party were all children
from rich families.

After Leon got out of the car with just a few steps, he saw two strong

dazzling lights. It went straight into his face, in front of his eyes was a
vast expanse of whiteness.

This was the far light emitted by the car, and it was still on in the urban
area. If he is not stupid, then it is done on purpose.

After a while, the far light turned off and Leon saw a white Maserati

parked not far away.

Just then, the door opened and a girl in a black Lolita dress got out of the
car.



Leon glanced over and saw the lights on the street covered the starry sky
and left only a dark night.

A sleek, long and raven straight hair, loose shoulders that were set off the
color of ink eyes.

The girl’s eyes were bright and clear that exuded a noble breath.

Unlike the usual double ponytails and pink Lolita clothes, it is clear that
this girl does not take the sweet and lovely route, but looked very much
like the arrogant girl with long black hair in the sun.

Of course, Leon recognized the girl as Tabitha at a glance.

She emitted her usual arrogant temperament. Today, she changed into a
black Lolita styled dress.

“Huh! You’re such a lousy bodyguard, you’re not competent at all. I’ll
fire you tomorrow!”

Tabitha stared at Leon, with a proud and delicate expression.

“I’m only responsible for your safety tonight, but I’ve never been a
bodyguard for your Williams Family.” Leon glanced at Tabitha and
spoke.

“Anyway, you succeeded in infuriating me tonight. If you go in later,
you’d better not give me any trouble!” Tabitha warned.

“Listen to me, too. Be smart tonight. I promised your grandfather to
protect you, so there are some things where you don’t have to do what
you want. I have my own principles.”



Leon is also a wake-up call for Tabitha, so she doesn’t have to let her
temper burst if necessary.

“Cut it out!” Tabitha rolled his eyes at Leon and then walked towards the
door of the KTV store.

Leon walked side by side with her. When she was about to enter the door,
two security guards at the door bowed to them.

Tabitha didn’t notice anything strange and felt anything different about
this. She just thought that the KTV is more upscale.

But when she arrived at the front desk, the receptionist at the front desk
bowed to her and Leon again with a gentle smile on her face.

This made Tabitha felt that something is wrong.

Aside from that, from the first floor to the second floor whenever they

met a service staff, they would solemnly bow and give courtesy. It didn’t
seem to be perfunctory, it can be seen that it is very formal.

Tabitha frowned and felt very confused.

“The way this KTV welcomes its guests is so grand. Why aren’t they so

polite to other guests? Is it true that I am so popular?”

It was Tabitha’s first time to went to Hyatt KTV. Although she has been
to some high-end KTV before, she has never seen such a grandeur KTV
like Hyatt before.

She thought about it over and over, but she could only guess that it
depended on her grandfather’s name.

At the moment, Leon was silent and looked light.



These KTV service staff just expressed their respectful greetings to him.

He is the boss of Grand Hyatt KTV, and the shop assistants do this every
time he came to inspect it.

At first, the clerks would shout “Mr.Millers is good”, but Leon thought it
was too formal so they ordered “Mr. Millers is good” to be removed.

Tabitha didn’t know about it and didn’t think about it at all.

Leon and Tabitha went to the agreed room on the second floor.

The room was like a luxury box with three times the internal space of an
ordinary box.

When Leon and Tabitha arrived, Tabitha’s new friends also arrived.

There are both men and women, a total of eight in number.

To the surprise of Tabitha’s new friends, she was accompanied by a
young man tonight. Tabitha’s friends were baffled because they have
never heard of Leon before.

And this is a private party, attended by people who knew each other, but
everyone is very strange to Leon.

Several boys adore Tabitha and immediately defined Leon as a romantic
competitor. After all, Leon is a good-looking guy.

All the people present were children from rich families. Most of them

had flamboyant personalities, so their reaction was obvious when they
thought Leon was a romantic rival.

Leon felt the hostility of these people, but he is not surprised.



To tell you the truth, Tabitha’s temper is a little troublesome, but when it
comes to beauty she is really a goddess.

In Fairmont City, only Rachel can compete with her.

Human beauty is not enough. She also belonged to a family that is so rich.
So naturally, there cannot be a lack of admirers and suitors for her.

Especially in Fairmont City, the children of these rich families all want to
climb into the higher branch of the famous families in the provincial
capital.

It is a good thing for themself and their family.

The party had just begun and the smell of gunpowder became very
strong.

At that moment, a man of the same age as him with a wavy curly side

haircut smiled and handed out a business card to Leon.

In that smile, there is a hidden opportunity to kill. Even if the smile can
be modified, the eyes cannot deceive people.

“Hello, my name is Hugo, my father is Hod. Here is my business card.”

Leon took the card and glanced at the message.

He doesn’t know any Hod, but since the other party especially
emphasized it, it showed that the man thought his father is very
influential.

The man named Hugo asked for directions. He has nothing more to do
than test the details of Leon in case Leon is a hard opponent. If he is, he



will not choose to fight head-on with him, but wait for a moment, then
grab it hard!

“Well, my name is Leon.” Leon had a flat tone and a mediocre response,
and then put his business card in his pocket.

“Where’s your business card? Don’t you want to show it to everyone?
And why did you put my business card in your pocket so soon? ” The

man named Hugo raised his eyebrows and showed an unhappy
expression.

He thought that if he showed his business card would frighten the other
side, but the other party was very calm.

In the rich circle of Fairmont City, some people handed out business
cards as soon as they meet. If they are well-off, they won’t pretend to be
invisible.

Obviously, Hugo is one of them.

However, Leon didn’t buy it at all.

In real high society settings, handed out a business card is really low.

“First of all, I’m not an insurance seller and I don’t always carry my

business card. Second, I’ve scanned the information on your business
card. If you mind that I put it in my pocket, I’ll throw it in the trash can.”
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With that, Leon actually threw the business card into the trash can.



“You! You! ”

Hugo glared at Leon with an angry look on his face.

Hugo had no idea that the man named Leon in front of him would be so
strong.

Now he felt confused, and his heart silently uttered “where on earth did
this man come from?!”

Just then, Tabitha said, “He is my bodyguard, so don’t embarrass him
even if he doesn’t have any business card.”

After she said this, Tabitha smiled proudly at Leon.

Leon knew that Tabitha is still upset about not picking her up.

“I’m not a bodyguard.” Leon shook his head in denial.

“You can understand it this way, he’s not a bodyguard but doing the
same work as bodyguards,” Tabitha said to the new friends she had just

made.

As they heard Tabitha’s explanation, the corners of Hugo’s mouth
gradually rose and a trace of contempt flashed in his eyes. He thought to
himself “It’sWilliams’s servant. I thought he was a big shot. He gave me
a false alarm. I must play a trick on him later!”

Instead of having a direct collision with Leon, Hugo endured it and
figured out a plan to torture him.

Tabitha’s new friends are all the children of the local rich families in
Fairmont.



Except for this guy named Hugo, the others are not good opponents
either.

There is a young man with short hair with a cigarette in his mouth and a
mobile phone. He whispered to someone.

“Bryant, I am now in Grand Hyatt KTV. Would you like to come and

play with me? I’m telling you, Tabitha is so dazzling today that I can’t
hold on to that Lolita skirt alone.”

“I’m not going. Tabitha is an unlikeable girl. She dared to scold me in the
teahouse the other day. She’s really pretty, but she speaks to Leon, and
now I get angry when I think about it!”

Bryant is full of dirty words, and now his mind is full of revenge. Three
words cannot be separated from Leon.

“Leon? The man who came with Tabitha today is Leonard! ” The
short-haired man suddenly remembered.

“Take a picture secretly!” Bryant was immediately interested.

When the short-haired man sent the photos to Bryant, Bryant’s face
tightened.

“They are really wearing the same pair of trousers!”

“Bryant, Leon is just a servant of the Tabitha William’s family. A small

potato is afraid of what you will do.” Short hair said disapprovingly.

“Is it true? How do you know? ” Bryant has some doubts about

authenticity.



“Tabitha said it herself, and the man named Leon didn’t deny it.” Short
hair man doesn’t know much about the feud between Bryant and Leon.

He and Bryant have only recently met, and his father’s company has
partnered with Bryant’s sister.

When Bryant heard this, he thought about it and nodded.

“Well, I see!”

As a result, Bryant guessed. “No wonder Leon is so crazy. It turned out
to be that he’s a dog owned by Williams Family. In that case, the boiling
pot is also their shop!”

“Bryant, let’s not talk. I have work to do.”

The short-haired man like Hugo headed towards Tabitha.

He is different from Bryant, he will not fight against Tabitha. He will
only try his best to please her.

Although his father’s company cooperated with Bryant’s sister’s
company, it did not affect his relationship with the Williams Family.

The short-haired man thought that the business circle is a circle of
interests, and whichever side has great interests will stand on the other
side.

“How come you won’t sing if you came to KTV?”

A couple went to sing a duet, and the rest decided to play dice games and
lose the kind of drinking.

When it comes to dice games, drinking has become a necessity.



There is a lot of beer on the table, but it doesn’t show the grade, price,
and label.

It is common for children of rich families to show off their wealth
through games between children of other rich families.

Eager to act, Hugo called the waiter. He put on airs and asked, “Do you
know who I am?”

“No. I don’t know.” The waiter shook his head sheepishly.

To tell you the truth, the waiter really didn’t know him.

“Today you have to remember me. I am Hugo, my father is Hod. The
‘Diet Every Day was pioneered by my family. As the leader of the
catering industry, you must clearly remember me!”

Daily Diet is a local catering brand in Fairmont City that focused on fast
food buffet.

The business model is well-known. It was not a high-end food resto, but
popular fast food.

This catering enterprise has a lot of fame in the local area, especially in
the catering industry.

“Remember. Remember me.” When the male waiter heard that he was

the young owner who owned Diet Every Day, he nodded again and
again.

“Just remember, hurry up and bring me ten bottles of Remy Martin, the
highest and most expensive one. I’m not short of money, I’m a young

master. I’ll show you clearly, this is a black card!”



Hugo handsomely patted the black card on the table, and then pressed the
waiter’s head on it.

The waiter was so nervous that he dared not to resist.

It’s not that he can’t beat Hugo, but he doesn’t dare to offend.

There is also a family that he needs to support, sometimes life is so
helpless.

There was a cold light in Leon’s eyes when he saw his employees being
harassed.

“Let him go!” Leon whispered to Hugo.

“What a thing you are! Master Leon is lecturing people. Is it your turn to
interrupt?” Hugo gritted his teeth and said viciously.

He didn’t like Leon a long time ago, and now it’s time for him to find a

reason to vent.

Bang!

Leon slapped Hugo’s hand off the waiter’s head which caused Hugo’s
whole face to twist.

In fact, Hugo should be grateful.

Leon didn’t do his best, or he wouldn’t have saved his hand!

Leon is from an extraordinary background, but he has never been a bully.

“Isn’t the waiter human? Does he deserves to be humiliated like a dog?”



Even if it wasn’t the employees who were bullied tonight, Leon would
still do it even if he were an employee of someone else’s store.

At the moment, Tabitha can’t watch it anymore.

“Hugo, what’s wrong with you? Is there such a bully like you?”

Tabitha sneered her mouth and looked at Hugo with a disdainful look on
her face.

While Hugo listened to Tabitha very much, he forcibly restrained his
anger and stared at Leon.

In order to make a good impression on Tabitha, Hugo put up with it this
time.

“Forget it. Call your manager!” Hugo waved his hand impatiently and
said. “I mean, you all have to touch me tonight. We’ll drink Remy

Martin later, and he won’t stop getting drunk!”

After a while, the manager of Grand Hyatt KTV came to the box.

Hugo still has a domineering attitude, he said in a haughty tone “I am
Hugo, mi father is Hod, who owned ‘Diet Every Day’. You should
know that. Give me ten bottles of the highest standard Remy Martin as
compensation. Will you give me this honor?”

At this time, the Grand Hyatt KTV Manager did not rush to answer

Hugo’s question but looked at Leon instead.

Leon shook his head gently.

I’m in charge of my territory!



Leon is the boss behind the scenes, and the manager obeyed all orders.

“I’m sorry, the Remy Martin of the highest standard is out of stock and is

used to serve VIPs. If you want ten bottles, you need the approval of the
owner before we can sell them.”
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Grand Hyatt KTV, is renowned as the most luxurious KTV in Fairmont

City. It was unnatural that it would run out on drinks.

However, the Remy Martin of the highest standard is rare.

The higher the level, the less inventory.

If the aging period is more than 15 years, it is Napoleon Class.

It has been aged and fermented for more than 20 years, it’s considered as
Extra Old.

More than 30 years are the Golden Age.

And more than 50 years, that is Louis XIII!

Thanks to Millers Family, Hyatt KTV has ten bottles of Golden Age and

five bottles of Louis XIII in the wine cellar.

Louis XIII, for example, can now be used as a collection, and naturally, it
cannot be sold casually, unless it is used to entertain industry leaders.

Obviously, Hugo is not qualified at all.



Not to mention Louis XIII who’s fermented for the golden age, Hugo also
does not have the strength to taste it.

It’s not about money, it’s about status.

Therefore, the response of the Grand Hyatt KTV Manager is

understandable and there is nothing wrong with it.

“It seems that you are not giving me credit!”

Hugo frowned and her face turned as cold as ice.

He was forced to pretend just now, but the manager of KTV didn’t wane

which made Hugo feel very embarrassed.

“It has nothing to do with status. I’m just a part-time worker. I need to
report to my boss and ask for instructions before I can give you an
accurate answer.”

After he said this, the manager took another look at Leon.

The Manager will not take matters into his own hands until Leon has
indicated it.

After all, this wine can be called an antique, and the manager dared not
sell it as ordinary wine.

“Fuck! Didn’t you hear me! I gave you an order, didn’t I? Just a few

bottles of XO are still a baby!”

Hugo questioned the manager angrily.

At this time, the manager smiled softly.



“As a matter of fact, in our store, XO is not really the highest standard

wine, the Golden Age is.”

The manager didn’t mention Louis XIII because he didn’t think Hugo was
knowledgeable enough.

At this time, Hugo is really embarrassed.

He’s just pretending to be someone of high status. Why is it so difficult?

Hugo winked awkwardly.

“Nonsense. I, Master Hugo is talking about the Golden Age!”

With that, Hugo picked up the black card again and slap it hard on the
table.

“Do you recognize it?”

This man showed a full sense of superiority.

“Yes, that is a black card.” The manager of Grand Hyatt KTV replied.

“Now that you know the goods, you can see that I am not short of money

at all. I can swipe a black card at will!” Hugo said cheekily.

The friends around him envied him very much when they saw the card.

Only Leon and Tabitha, are calm.

Particularly Leon, the black card is just ordinary in his eyes.

The treatment enjoyed by the cardholder is far less than that of his
century blue card.



Tabitha’s friends all thought that Hugo has taken out the black card, and
the manager of Grand Hyatt KTV must have no reason to refuse.

However, without the consent of Leon’s nod, the manager still refused.

“I’m sorry, sir, but it’s not about money. Since you mentioned XO, let’s
have ten bottles of it instead.”

Hugo wanted XO at first, only to learned that the KTV had a golden age,
and he immediately changed his mind.

“Is XO worthy of a master like me? If I want to drink, I’ll drink the
Golden Age! Hurriedly present it to me. My father should be a regular
customer here. If you don’t give me importance, you won’t give my
father credit! ” Hugo slapped the table with his legs crossed.

However, the manager of Grand Hyatt KTV is not frightened.

His boss Leon once said that when facing rude customers, they must
strictly abide by the principles of their store. If something went wrong,
the boss will take care of it.

Not to mention that Hugo is not qualified to drink the Golden Age even if
his father Hod came.

Only the boss of Fairmont City, whose wealth is in the top three, such as
Mr. Danielle and Mr. Walker can have a chance to taste the golden age.

And Louis XIII, for example, is reserved for higher-level bosses.

“Please understand, again. I need to consult my boss. I can’t make the
decision.” The manager responded strongly.



“If you dare to ask for advice quickly, he wouldn’t dare to refuse to give
me the face of the young Master such as me!” Hugo roared arrogantly.

Just then, Tabitha opened her mouth.

She faced the manager of Grand Hyatt KTV and said “Uncle, my name is
Tabitha and my grandfather is Carlo. Have you heard of it?”

“Yes, I know Mr. Williams. He is a well-known cultural scholar in the
province and a veteran at the business community.” The manager
nodded.

“Well uncle, I want the Golden Age. We only need five bottles, five
bottles will be enough, and we can’t drink even if we ask more.”

Tabitha’s tone is more polite than Hugo’s, but her aura is very strong.

Even if she said polite words, she can’t hide her background as a
Williams daughter.

However, even if it is only five bottles, the manager’s answer is still the
same.

“Ms. Williams, if your grandfather is present, I don’t have to think about
it because it’s within the principles of our store, but since your
grandfather didn’t come, I need to ask the boss. The Golden Age wine
has been aged for more than 30 years. There is nothing like that in the
market, and there is less and less stock so it can already be used as a
collection, so I can’t decide on five bottles.”

After he said this, the manager took another look at Leon and added. “If
you want XO, I can serve you the wine now.”



Everyone thought that Tabitha should be able to take care of it, but he
still refused.

“No! I want the Golden Age! ” Hugo could not swallow with a breath in

his heart. In the past, any request besides KTV could be satisfied when he
went to another place.

However, he has to admit that other than KTV, no place has the same
grade of wine as the Golden Age.

“Uncle, go out first and we will discuss it again.”

In the face of rejection, Tabitha shrugged helplessly.

She didn’t expect that she couldn’t even come up with her grandfather’s
name, so he had to be there in person.

But she can also understand.

After all, this kind of wine belonged to the category of antiques. If they
drink one bottle, they will lose one bottle from the world and cannot be

copied.

After the manager of Grand Hyatt KTV stepped down, Leon who
remained silent, looked at Tabitha.

He finally said, “Do you want to taste the golden age?”

Tabitha, who doesn’t know why Leon asked, nodded and said “I don’t
know anything about wine, but everything I drink is the same. I’m just

curious about the difference between wines that have an aging age of 30
years.”



In fact, Tabitha is still in college. She usually has very strict tutoring,
rarely go to bars, and KTV on such occasions.

Also, she felt unwilling to be rejected by KTV.

“Today is your lucky day. I happen to want a glass of the Golden Age,
and you have a blessing.” Leon smiled faintly.

Leon didn’t grant anything else but nodded at the poor waiter Tabitha
spoke with before. He wanted to satisfy Tabitha’s wish a little.

As soon as the words fell, they immediately drew laughter and ridicule

from others.

“Are you drunk before you start drinking?”

“You can’t even ask Ms. Williams to move their policy. What a thing

you are!”

“Is a mere bodyguard more powerful than the master?”

“Ms. Williams, your servant has a big tone!”

In particular, Hugo’s face is the most disgusted. “If you don’t honestly
watch the door, what are you doing on the sofa? All the people present

here came from wealthy families, and it’s your turn to interrupt.”

At this time, Tabitha is not as disgusted with Leon compared to others.

When others laugh at Leon, she even found it annoying. After all, she
brought Leon. If they want to ridicule him, she has to ridicule him herself.
It’s not their turn to mock him!

It’s just that she thought Leon’s idea is really naive.



“I know you’re joking, but now is not the right time. Now you represent

not only yourself but also me, the descendant from Williams Family!”
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Tabitha thought that Leon humiliated her family’s name and reputation.

Even if she is a Williams’ daughter, she has no preferential treatment in
Hyatt. Where does Leon get the audacity?

When you bragged at a certain occasion or you brag like this, you will
become a laughingstock in everyone’s eyes!

But Leon disagreed.

“Since when did I became one with Williams on your behalf? Since

when am I your servant, Tabitha Williams?”

Tonight, Leon planned to just to keep a promise he made to Carlo just to
keep Tabitha safe.

He is neither a bodyguard of the Williams Family nor a servant of their
clan!

“I brought you here, and what you do will have a direct impact on my
reputation. Please use your head to think about the consequences before
making such a joke in the future!”

Tabitha frowned with an angry look on her face.

Hugo, on the other hand, has been unhappy with Leon since the party.
Especially when Leon threw his business card into the dustbin.



At this time, how could he miss the opportunity to fan the flames?

“How could Ms. Williams have mindless minions like you? You don’t

worry your master at all. You usually brag so much that you don’t know
how to brag in front of us. You really don’t know about our status gap is

as opposite as heaven and earth!”

Hugo’s words are particularly harsh.

He didn’t know that there is no big family in front of Leon!

“I repeat, I am a friend of Carlo. Not a bodyguard nor a servant of
Williams Family, and whatever rich family you are!”

Leon’s words and voice were not loud, but it contained a full
commanding aura.

If it were not for everyone’s preconception of Leon’s identity, they would
certainly be frightened by this momentum.

Leon then got up and calmly left the luxury box.

Except for Tabitha, few people hardly really cared where he went to, and
everyone still made fun of him and treated him as a laughingstock.

“Where is this guy going? Why did he put down his cruel words and

leave?”

“Who knows? Who cares? As long as he won’t die.”

“I guess he went to the bathroom. He was too embarrassed to brag so
much.”



“Never mind. This is the sorrow of the untouchables at the bottom, and
nothing can be changed except to be addicted to the mouth!”

At that moment, Tabitha felt a little remorseful. She thought it might
have really stimulated and wounded Leon’s self-esteem.

She is very contradictory and kind-hearted, but she has too much temper
but cares too much.

However, Leon’s psychology is not so fragile.

There is no big family in front of him, and no matter how powerful the

background is, it is nothing in his eyes.

A few self-righteous little fleas jumped around, really took themselves
seriously.

It never occurred to them that the seemingly inconspicuous Leon was the
behind-the-scenes boss of the Hyatt KTV.

All the words and deeds of the manager just now are under the control of
Leon.

No matter how arrogant Hugo is, Leon will not drink the Golden Age for
his sake.

It wasn’t long before Leon returned to the box.

No sooner had he sat down than Tabitha gave him a mixed look.

She wanted to apologize to Leon, but she couldn’t say it on the tip of her
tongue.



“Forget it! Who told him to lie to my grandfather all the time? Even if I

taught him a lesson this time, he did have a big tone just now. In fact, he
was ridiculed and I lost face. After all, he was my man, he should not be
the one I should have brought! ”

Tabitha complained in her heart.

But at this time, the manager of Grand Hyatt KTV, with two waiters,
re-entered the box.

Unlike last time, the manager brought five bottles of “Golden Age”!

“Handsome boys and girls, I have asked the boss. This is the five bottles
of the Golden Age of Remy Martin.”

Everyone was surprised when the manager reappeared with antique wine.

Is it this guy named Leon who called the wine?

Leon went out, and as soon as he sat down the manager came over with a
drink which is really doubtful.

At this moment, people really almost thought that it was the wine that
Leon purposely requested.

At this time, however, Hugo began to show off.

“See, this is the strength of Master Hugo. He must have been scared by
the name of my father Hod!”

The manager smiled but said nothing and despised Hugo in his heart.



Whether it was a Hugo or Hod, they aren’t qualified, it’s just the same
thing.

They wouldn’t be willing to take out the wine if the big boss hadn’t asked
for it himself.

When he was about to leave the box, the manager looked at Leon with a
trace of confusion in his heart.

“The big boss is magnificent, how can he be with these unqualified black

sheep especially those called rats who are typically ignorant of goods?
The reputation under the name of the big boss is not bad at all compared
to the one whose family-owned Diet Every Day!”

After the manager walked out of the box, Hugo became more and more
proud.

“This is what you should do with those who boast but are not qualified.
Today, you all rely on my father’s name and reputation to drink in the
Golden Age!”

Other children from rich families expressed dissatisfaction with this.

“Don’t show off when I say Hugo, you can’t drink the Golden Age wine
without Ms. Williams!”

“That is enough. It is still useful for Ms. Williams to talk. His
grandfather is a celebrity in the whole province.”

“Hugo knows how to flatter himself, but to tell you the truth, Ms.
Williams is prouder!”

Others argued that Hugo is narcissistic, not only because he is too
prideful, but also because he can use it to curry favor with Tabitha.



These flatterers, even Tabitha herself, think that it isn’t true.

Her grandpa is a cultural celebrity in the province from a generation of
Confucian businessmen. Tabitha shouldn’t take it for granted that she is
dipped in the glory of his grandfather.

And who knows, the real boss is actually the silent Leonard seated next to
her!

If it hadn’t been for Tabitha’s, the poor waiter and manager won’t move.
She would have saved a little bit of her image in Leon’s mind. Unlike
Hugo, who’s in a group of low-quality black sheep, would not have been
able to drink the golden age at all!

“It’s a pity to feed these pigs with good wine, but I happen to have a few
drinks to relieve the fatigue I have for the past few days.”

Leon thought in his heart.

The wine is ready. Next, they prepared to play a game of dice.

There is a couple who sang a duet and enjoyed it. The song “We will

Rock you” howled hard, high-pitched when the notes go up, but also so
desperately shouted. Leon does not know that this is a delivery room.

A strong smell of urban and rural fringe came as if they could see the two
men walking back and forth in the bazaar on a small sheep and a big
stereo.

Leon frowned and felt that the next step would be to change the song
library or at least listen to it.

The wolf howled over there, and it doesn’t stop here.



As soon as Hugo got the dice, he showed off his dice skills as if he had
been beaten with chicken blood.

“Ever since I was born, I’ve been exposed to dice. In primary school, my
dice skill is the best in school, and now I can say that I am invincible. If
anyone dares to bet with me, I can make him lose so much up to the point

that he’ll doubt his life!”

As long as he is confident enough, it can be said to be true. However, this
momentum really scared other people, and shook their heads one after
another to show that they would not gamble with him.

In the end, the spearhead of Hugo is directed at the silent Leon.

“Leon, dare you to play with me? Whoever loses will drink until he is

drunk!”

At this point, the short-haired man sitting next to Hugo immediately took
out his cell phone and sent a message to Bryant.

” Bryant, the show is on. That Leon guy was challenged by Hugo. They
want to play dice. I know Hugo is best. He is the dice king in the circle.”

Bryant immediately replied, “Film it!” Get it on Tik Tok! I want to see
how he misbehaves when he’s drunk, and what’s more, I want Leon to
lose face!”
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“No problem! Bryant, don’t worry. Just wait and see. Well, Leon will
lose miserably!”



The short-haired man wasn’t clear about the contradiction between
Bryant and Leon.

But he doesn’t care. Anyway, their common enemy is Leon.

And the short-haired man, like Hugo, was the suitor of Tabitha.

However, the short-haired man is smarter and is not in a hurry to be in
the limelight.

At this time, Hugo was holding a dice cup in his hand. He became more
and more aggressive.

“I said Leon, do you dare or not? Guess the size of the count, loss, and
have a drink until you get drunk!”

Other people who were present saw that Leon showed a hint of hesitation
and thought that he dared not take up the challenge of Hugo.

However, Leon is considering what kind of bet to make.

What’s the point of just guessing the number of points? Hugo must have

to make a bet. Otherwise, who has too much time to drink with Leon?

Not everyone has the opportunity to drink with a ruthless man.What kind

of dog is Hugo? He can’t drink such good wine for anything!

“Why not? I was just wondering if there was anything else to add to the

bet.” Leon responded faintly.

Others listened to Leon’s tone that does not seem to change his mood and
felt that he is not strong enough and those normal people are provoked.
Shouldn’t they fight back angrily?



Yes, Leon would like to fight back angrily, but he really can’t bring up
much passion.

If there is a God of Gamblers in Las Vegas that challenged him, he would
be interested. But what about Hugo?

Does he deserves it?

Hugo laughed and said “What bet? Of course, it’s the loser who drinks.
What’s wrong with you? I think you’re scared of me!”

“It’s not exciting at all, as similar as when you called yourself the king of
dice. The loser will not only drink a glass of wine but also will get a slap
from the winner every time he loses, wouldn’t it be more exciting to
play?” Leon proposed.

In fact, this is far from exciting enough. One knife at a time can only be
called excitement, but people like Hugo can’t have the guts.

When he heard this, Hugo was even happier and his mouth was crooked
with laughter.

“WTF! There are really great fools in this world!”

The idea flashed through his mind, Hugo immediately responded. “One
hand is not exciting enough, two hands, one slap on the left and right!”

This is the condition offered by Hugo to double the bet.

The expression on Leon’s face remained the same, and he replied in a flat
tone. “No problem.”

At this time, Tabitha’s face was solemn.



She wondered, how could someone as insidious as Leon have lost his

head now? At first, Leon approached Grandpa step by step, the way he
approached and got close toWilliams Family is very suspicious, but now
he even offered to increase the bet!

What is more unexpected for Tabitha is that the confident Hugo doubled
the bet, but Leon readily agreed. is it out of his mind?

Although Tabitha hated Leon, she doesn’t like the people like Hugo to
bully him, and she doesn’t want Leon to embarrass himself.

Without hesitation, Tabitha shook her head at Leon and signaled him not

to play dice with Hugo.

“You can’t beat him!”

“It has nothing to do with you whether I can win or not. It doesn’t matter
if I play a few games with him.” Leon’s expression is relaxed and
natural.

“It doesn’t matter? You are my man, no, you are the one I brought!” As
soon as Tabitha spoke quickly, he made a joke, and her originally fair
and beautiful little face instantly became crimson.

“If I said I could beat him; would you believe it?” Leon smiled faintly.

“He is the dice king in the circle. These rich kids in Fairmont can’t beat
him when they play dice. Can you beat him? This is impossible!”
Tabitha angrily reiterated as her mouth bulged with her little face with a
touch of baby fat.

“You won’t know until you try,” Leon said as his expression was still
relaxed.



“Play ten games. If you can win six games, I’ll go with you tonight!”
Tabitha frowned with anger and clenched her lips.

She has always believed that Leon approached her grandfather to cling to
her family’s clan. His intention is no different from Hugo, but to pursue
her.

And Hugo is like a licking dog. His flattery and licking are more obvious.
Leon is smarter than Hugo, so he played hard to get.

Tabitha took it for granted that she admitted that what she just said was
due to her temperament and impulsiveness. However, it didn’t matter
because she was sure Leon would lose!

Nonetheless, this remark made the other boys who are present to
scratched their hearts and be defeated. They regretted their decision
unceasingly.

Those boys who admired Tabitha felt very regretful and refused to play
dice games with Hugo too early.

Although Hugo is the dice king in the circle. If Leon beat Hugo luckily,
then he will be able to bring the beauty home tonight!

A night with Tabitha is worth thousands of dollars. No one can be
together with her easily. She is the daughter of one of the most prominent
clans. These boys thought dreamily of her.

And Leon has no fluctuations in his heart.

“If I win, are you sure you’ll come with me tonight?” Leon didn’t think
of anything else, but considering that he and Tabitha both live in Beverly
Hills House, he really wanted to go home with her together. There’s no
innuendo in what he said.



“Of course!” Tabitha nodded positively.

“Then we can only go to the hotel,” Leon said.

Tabitha was just angry for a moment. She expected that Leon would lose,
so she never thought of going back to her words with Leon at all.

“You! You shut up! Win against Hugo first!” Even though Tabitha is
usually very lively and has never experienced a deed of what a man and
a woman usually does, she is flushed and has a look of shame and anger
etched on her alluring face.

When he heard such a beautiful bet, Hugo quickly smiled proudly and
said “It seems that I’m going to get my beauty back tonight!”

“Stop dreaming! This is my agreement with Leon. What does it have to

do with you? All you have to do is keep your bet with Leon, and don’t
even think about the rest!” Tabitha rolled her eyes angrily.

Hugo didn’t argue with her anymore. He didn’t dare to mess with Tabitha,
or even tried to opposed what she said. He just thought that it’s good to
abuse Leon, so he let it out.

At the moment, only Tabitha’s mood is the most complicated.

At first, she just didn’t want to see Leon embarrass her, so she wanted
Leon to not lose against Hugo.

But just because of her momentarily anger, she made a bet with Leon.
right now, she didn’t want to let Leon win.

This became very contradictory.



However, she knew very well that Leon’s chance of winning is extremely

slim.

“Huh! Who told you to disobey the wishes of this young lady and

specifically fight against this young heir? You deserve to lose!”

The dice game is about to begin.

“Please bear and witness that if you lose, you will not only get a fine on
alcohol but also get a slap in the face. If anyone cheats, let him crawl out

of KTV tonight!” Hugo is inevitable and can’t wait to play the game.

While the game has not yet been played, Tabitha and others seemed to
have expected the result. All of them felt that Hugo will be the winning

party.

But as for Leon, he has a hint of entanglement in his heart.

“If I win, I will have to take the arrogant little leprechaun Tabitha home.
It’s really troublesome!”
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The first round began.

Don’t play with the gaudy ones, the simplest ones are the most exciting.

The rule is that Leon and Hugo, each of them would shake the dice in the

dice cup and then guess the size of each other’s points.

If the two sides guessed each other’s points correctly, then it is a draw.



There is only one dice in the dice cup.

This and bar KTV often played “brag”. It is not quite the same, they do
not need some empty-headed temptation and speculation, they will just
directly rely on dice skills.

Hugo took the lead in shaking the dice cup, and his hand was very fast.
He shook it more than a hundred times back and forth in just half a
minute.

When he stopped the dice cup, he took a look at the points of the dice
inside, and then quickly covered it.

Then he picked his eyebrows at Leon, his face full of provocation.
“Guess! I promise I’ll let you down. Compared to me who was hailed as
the dice king, you’re too young!”

“Small, it’s 2,” Leon said without hesitation.

Hugo frowned. He didn’t expect Leon to say the answer so soon.

Just now he saw clearly that the point of the dice facing up was “2”, so
Leon’s answer was correct.

“It seems that next time I will speed up the frequency of shaking the dice
cup!” Hugo said to himself in his heart.

When the dice cup was officially removed, everyone else showed a little
surprise.

They did not expect that Leon made a successful start and guessed it
correctly for the first time.



However, aside from the skills of playing dice, technology is on the one
hand and luck is also on the other hand.

As a result, others felt that luck accounted for a large proportion of
Leon’s guess.

Now it’s Leon’s turn to roll the dice, and they don’t have much
expectation because Hugo can definitely guess it right.

Even the short-haired man who secretly filmed the video unexpectedly lit
a cigarette and smoked it.

However, the next operation of Leon stunned everyone.

He shook the dice cup away from the table and shook it directly in
mid-air.

And the frequency of the shaken cup was so fast that it became almost
impossible to see that what is happening in the hand inside of a dice cup.
They saw nothing but a mass of black things.

Hugo panicked!

The frequency of the shake is so fast that he can’t keep up with the dice.
He just replied with his ability to listen to the dice.

“This guy is really ruthless. He played so hard in the first inning. I knew
he had shaken it faster just now!” Hugo thought to himself.

Just then, Leon dropped the dice cup on the table.

“Big or small?”



Not as provocative as Hugo, Leon just wanted to end the bet quickly.
After all, their strength does not match, the king played the rookie, he
really does not have much passion.

“I choose small!”

Hugo pretended to be calm, but actually panicked.

He said from the bottom of his heart that he was really not sure that the
number of points was small.

Others did not notice Hugo’s panic but thought that the result was already
obvious and there was no doubt that the first game was a draw.

However, when Leon gently opened the dice cup, everyone was
dumbfounded.

Dice faced up points of 6, very star Hugo guessed wrong!

Everyone was surprised. Hugo is known as the King of Dice in their
circle. How could he guess wrong?!

Hugo picked up a small tissue and quietly wiped the sweat on his
forehead, he feared that he would be found to be in a cold sweat.

“It must be that I didn’t concentrate enough just now. I misheard one
detail!”

It was difficult for him to have peace of mind, and he found a reasonable
reason to comfort himself.

At this time, Leon looked blank and stared at Hugo. “You lost the first
game!”



“I’m not as sinister as you. You accelerated the frequency of rolling the
dice in the first round. It seems that you are eager to win, but you put a
big move on it as soon as you come up. This is a mistake in your strategy.
If there is nothing at the bottom of the box, what will you take to beat
me?”

Hugo despised Leon when he did his best in the first inning.

This is also to save a little face for himself. After all, he is known as the
“King of Dice.” It is too shameful to lose in the first game.

However, Leon never said it was all he could do.

It’s not that he does his best as soon as the first round commenced, it’s
just his general operation.

His martial arts master was Candra, the first guru of China.

Master Candra not only developed Leon’s unique martial arts, but even
his ear is also very amazing.

Like the golden cicada shedding its shell and scratching the surface, he
could also hear such a subtle voice.

And listening to the dice to distinguish points is a secret in the dice
world.

This is not nonsense. Sound is produced by the vibration of an object. To
distinguish a sound can be analyzed from three aspects: volume, tone,
and timbre.



The volume is determined by the amplitude, the tone is determined by the
frequency, and the timbre is determined by the structure and material of
the object.

In life, people can judge who it is by the sound of footsteps. That is by
the volume, tone, and timbre of the sound.

In the same way, the points of each side of the dice are different and the
sound of each side must be different when turning, so he made a
judgment by the difference of timbre and tone.

Next, without saying a word, Leon raised his hand and slapped Hugo in
the face!

These two palms came quickly and before Hugo was ready
psychologically, Leon slapped his head that made Leon’s mind buzzed.

The crisp and loud blow sounded painful.

What made Hugo even more uncomfortable is that he was beaten in front
of these rich kids. It is even worse than being beaten.

“Leonard! In the second round, I will definitely beat you, and I will beat
you to death!”

Hugo swore a poisonous oath, he picked up the dice cup and shook it.

This time he followed the example of Leon. He took the dice cup off the
table and shook it quickly in mid-air, increased its speed to four times the
original speed.

Leon can see that Hugo is getting tough.

Bang!



The dice cup fell back on the table, and Hugo’s eyes burst into a look of
confidence.

“Bluff. I can do it, too! You are bound to lose this game!”

When other people who were present saw this posture, they all thought
that the war situation could almost be locked in.

Because Hugo shook the dice cup too fast, much faster than Leon just
now.

In order to prevent Leon from peeking, Hugo didn’t open it after the dice
cup stopped.

The watertight operation of Hugo made others feel that the possibility of
Leon saying the right number again is almost zero!

However, at this time, Leon is as calm as ever.

Without waited for Hugo to catch his breath, he said without hesitation
“Points are big.”

The tone was understated, as light as plain indignantly.

“Have you made a decision so soon? You are really fooling around. You
may not be as lucky this time as you were last time! ”

Even Hugo himself does not know what the points of the dice are, but
Leon’s behavior made Hugo full of confidence.

Unexpectedly, Leon replied, “I won’t let you down again.”

“No way. I’ve quadrupled the frequency this time!” Hugo grinned and
moved the dice cup away.



But when he saw the points of the dice inside, his eyes were about to fall
out.

“This… How is that possible?”

The point of the dice is “5”, and there is no doubt that Leon is right
again!

Hugo panicked even more, and the cold sweat on his forehead could no
longer be concealed.

The children of the rich families around them are also surprised again and
again!

Is it because of luck this time?

Next, it was Leon’s turn to roll the dice and if Hugo answers correctly,
it’s a draw.

But if Hugo answered wrong, then he will be slapped by Leon.

If he was humiliated in the first inning, will Hugo still be humiliated in
the second inning?

Everyone looked forward to it.

The short-haired man no longer focused on smoking but paid full
attention to the next operation of Leon instead.

“You know nothing about being handsome!”

Leon glanced at Hugo faintly.



With that, he shook the dice cup quickly. The frequency is extremely fast,
only dragged the illusory remnant shadow in the midair.

This scene made her speechless, Tabitha directly watched in a daze.

“Am I really going home with Leon tonight? I don’t want it!”
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